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Book Review Forum 

 

Jim E. Thatcher and Craig M. Dalton, Data Power: Radical Geographies of Control and 

Resistance, London: Pluto Press, 2022. ISBN: 9780745340074 (paper); ISBN: 9780745340081 

(cloth); ISBN: 9781786805560 (ebook)1 

 

This volume by Jim Thatcher and Craig Dalton provides a welcome perspective on the 

geographic expressions of power amassed through big data, and deployed via geospatial tools, 

automated systems, social media, and other digital technologies. On one level, the book provides 

a diagnosis of the power asymmetries arising from the use of data, digital technologies, and their 

societal consequences. On another level, however, the book is oriented towards informing ways 

to counter such asymmetries. As such, the authors combine individual, everyday actions and 

specific strategies (introducing a typology of responses that includes acceptance, active 

resistance, making present, and escape) with collective struggles to resist, contest, and transform 

data capitalism (such as data regulation, data drifting, data detournement, and data strikes). 

The arguments of the book are developed through the course of documenting the vast 

reach of digital capitalism while, in parallel, informing ways of curbing it at multiple levels. 

Throughout, the authors warn us to avoid mistaking “a totalizing tendency for a static totality” 

(p.31). This is an important point to underscore given the propensity of our public and media 

discourse to become saturated by news steadily reporting the transformative power of digital 

technologies, the growing influence of tech billionaires, and the seemingly inevitable expansion 

of technological innovations from artificial intelligence to cryptocurrencies. In Thatcher and 

Dalton’s terms, this warning translates into the realisation that, while the data spectacle seeks to 

colonise every aspect of life, this ambition does not necessarily mean that it succeeds. It is by 

exploring the space between data capitalism’s totalising ambitions and its partial successes that 
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the book seeks to develop a clear-eyed understanding of the problem of data power, while 

motivating a sense of agency for those who seek to challenge it. 

Data Power is part of an emerging body of work in geography—and beyond—tackling 

the multiple, and increasingly salient, relationships between digital technologies and social 

structures of power, domination, and control. As an addition to this subfield of digital 

geographies, the volume is a valuable intervention that develops a geographically informed 

critique of data capitalism while, importantly, providing a positive programme towards building 

alternative possibilities. One of the book’s core theoretical anchors is the idea of a data spectacle 

(drawn from the work of Guy Debord), which connects two key aspects of the book by 

highlighting the structural features of data capitalism—from its institutional-legal frameworks, 

political-economic forces, and cultural-symbolic layers—with the myriad embodied and 

socialised practices that contain the possibility of playful and imaginative resistance. 

This emphasis on spectacle as a core component of data capitalism opens up productive 

avenues for new inquiry. Particularly intriguing is the tension between scandal and spectacle, 

which is introduced, but not fully developed, in the book. Future scholarship could examine the 

spectacle/scandal coupling in productive conversation with previous critiques of mass 

communication, such as those by Neil Postman and Robert McChesney, while emphasising its 

related spatial practices and geographic dimensions in the context of data capitalism. 

Furthermore, given the thriving scandal economy fuelled by social media, political polarisation, 

and the transformation of news production and consumption, the tension between scandal and 

spectacle can be further leveraged towards elucidating crucial political dynamics and 

conjunctures across scales, locations, and geographic contexts. More broadly, the data spectacle 

and its related power dynamics could then be deployed through a geographic lens to improve our 

understanding of a range of interrelated phenomena characteristic of the era of data capitalism: 

from celebrity politics to disinformation and misinformation campaigns, cyberwarfare, echo 

chambers, social movements, counter movements, and many more. 

Even as the book develops an account of data power, and its multiple geographic 

dimensions, ultimately a central aim of the authors is to inform a politics equipped to challenge 
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this status quo (after all, the authors have an online companion with related tools and resources 

for data resistance: https://github.com/DataResistance/power). Thus, articulated across the pages 

of this volume is a framework for political praxis that seeks to build awareness of data power 

across different scales and constituencies. This framework brings together individual actions and 

systemic features of data capitalism, laying the groundwork (with concrete tactics and strategies) 

to reimagine this techno-economic system via a multiplicity of actors and their interrelations—

from producers and consumers to regulators and resisters. 

While there is much that is theoretically rich, empirically varied, and ultimately hopeful 

in the book, one question emerges from its reading that should prompt reflection as we seek 

alternative pathways to the status quo of data power. Are the frameworks, tools, and strategies 

proposed by the book premised on the continued reproduction of technologies that are 

themselves irremediably shaped by power asymmetries? 

The book’s ethos of repurposing and reclaiming tools as a strategy for change recalls 

Audre Lorde’s enduring phrase, delivered at the Second Sex Conference in New York City in 

1979: “The master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” In Data Power, the authors 

have shown that much can be achieved by working against the grain of the technological systems 

that uphold data power and data capitalism—yet, while remaining within said systems. However, 

we must ask: what are the limits of this approach in challenging such status quo? 

I would suggest that the choice is not a binary one. Even as we may come to embrace 

tactics that repurpose the tools of data capitalism or work within some of its parameters, we can 

(and should) simultaneously pursue alternative routes, constantly searching for the points of 

rupture and inflection towards a more profound transformation of this techno-economic system. 

Must we accept the tools as given to us by data capitalism as a dominant paradigm of our time? 

Could we develop new and different tools and perspectives contrary to this paradigm’s 

fundamental logics? Or, alternatively, can we subtract, pause, or undo some of the technological 

building blocks upon which it relies? While we cannot be sure if the genie of data capitalism is 

fully out of the bottle, we can draw from the tools, ideas, and tactics that Thatcher and Dalton 
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offer us, even as we attempt to bottle it anew—or decide whether to discard said bottle 

altogether. 
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